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The best video app for iOS and Android, Filmic Pro, opens a series that will lead me to highlight the three most useful aspects of the most powerful recordings and editing apps. I will also introduce you to what I think is an element that needs to be improved. Finally, do you want to know which app is best for you? I'll give you my recommendation on the type of user who can get the
most out of each one. I'm starting this series now with the most common video recording app among professionals around the world. With you... Filmic Pro, available for iOS and Android. Best Video App: Filmic Pro Who's Filmic Pro for Whom I Recommend Filmic Pro for? Well, mostly for mid-level users who already have some video recording knowledge. For example, if you run
an online course based on video, run your own startup, or create content for your company's Youtube channel or professional service, Filmic Pro is the recording app I recommend. You don't have to control the app completely... and you probably control all the possibilities of Word, Excel or WordPress  of course I also recommend Filmic Pro if you are an image professional or
mobile journalist, or if you want to record a fictional film, short film or documentary. You are going to get oil from the most advanced features of the application. In this post I'm just going to tell you a small portion of what you can do with the best video app, and one of the oldest. If you want to carefully monitor the app, in the course of the 1st online school video with mobile phones
in Spanish, I include a complete and constantly updated tutorial Filmic Pro and Filmic Remote. You don't know the school? How about registering here for free How to create a video with a mobile workout? Best of All about Filmic Pro 1.- The first aspect I highlight from Filmic Pro is its interface and grid system. It seems silly what I'm going to say, but it's not: outdoors is the
recording interface that looks best, and that's to keep that in mind. The key to its success is the accuracy of the two grids, the square for adjusting and blocking the focus, as well as a circular to measure and block exposure. Click on the white square to fix the focus on the area of the screen that you want it to look perfectly focused. And move the circle until you get the right
exposure. If you go to the dark parts, the image brightens, and vice versa, if you go to lighter parts, it darkens. When the image is presented correctly, click on the circle and block the exposure to avoid unwanted changes. 2.- Film professional settings takes it one step further if you are looking for absolute control over your records. A long press on the grid shows very precise
manual controls. So you can adjust the focus and exposure. Even regardless, you can determine and set the shutter speed and sensitivity of the ISO, so that your shots always have the perfect light. 3.- Filmic Pro remote control app has a sister app, Filmic Remote. From there, you can remotely access another device (iPhone or iPad) to control focus, exposure, white balance and
virtually all other recording controls. The best video app can also improve  White Balance Lock Although you can make a very accurate adjustment to the white balance, i.e. the naturalness (or not) color your image will have, once you block it and return to the recording screen, there is no recording on the screen whether the balance is blocked or not, which can make you
sometimes forget to block it. Interestingly, this option was present in earlier versions of Filmic Pro. Filmic Pro is the app that I use the most when recording from the iPhone. I totally recommend it, whether you have an iPhone or Android. But, see if you have Android before you buy the app install Filmic Pro Evaluator for free and you'll know if Filmic Pro is running at full capacity on
your device or not. By the way, the Filmic family is growing and in addition to Filmic Pro and Filmic Remote, it has an app for photography, Firstlight, and a revolutionary Double Take that allows you to record with multiple cameras the same mobile simultaneously, on the iPhone 11 and X-band ones that have more than one rear camera. I want you to help me with this first post with
your comments. To do this, tell me what your favorite video recording app is, the one you usually use, and what you like the most about it. Thanks for reading and sharing this post, this is what helps me continue to create free content for you  FiLMiC is a leader in mobile video image technology. Our mission is to democratize film production, mobile journalism and video. This
free appraiser app will help you decide if FiLMiC Pro is right for you. It analyzes the camera frame of the device to determine its capabilities. By scrolling through the list of features in the evaluator, you'll see what FiLMiC Pro is supported on your exact device. FiLMiC Pro pushes your device's video capture capabilities to the limit by increasing the functionality of your native
camera sensor with additional control over quality, audio and frame frequency, as well as using high-quality movie capture equipment such as Anamorphic Adapter Moondog Labs or 35mm lens adapters. If there is Please contact us at androidsupport@filmicpro.comF'lico es el l'der en tecnologa de imagen de v'deo m'vil. Nuestra mizan es democratizar el cine, el periodismo m'vil y
videografa. Esta aplicaci'n gratuita evaluador le ayudare decidir si f'lmico pro es adecuado para usted. Analysis marco de la camara de sous dispositivo para determinar sus capacidades. Al desplazarse por la lista de caracter'sticas en el evaluador se pueden ver que est'n soportadas por Pro f'lmico en su dispositivo exacta. Fulmico pro empuja capacidades de captura de vadeo
del disositiivo al-lamit mediana la mejora de la funcionalidad del sensor de la camara nativa con un management adicional sobre la calidad, audio y velocidad de fotogramas y permitiendo el uso de hardware de captura de cine de alta calidad, como el adaptador anamorphico moondog laboratorios o adaptadores de lentes de 35 mm. Si hay alguna pregunta, por favor contacte con
nosotros en androidsupport@filmicpro.com With thousands of devices available on the Android platform, you can imagine that trying to fill in a complete list of supported Android devices and their unique limitations will be quite expensive. While a list of this nature is not something that can be viable to support at present, we offer a free FiLMiC Evaluator app that is designed to
reflect the exact compatibility of your device with FiLMiC Pro, once installed. If the FiLMiC evaluator is not available when searching for an app on Google Play, this means that your device is incompatible with FiLMiC Pro due to camera restrictions (Why is my Android device not supported by FiLMiC Pro?). In addition, we recommend that customers immediately test FiLMiC Pro
with their device after installing the app. Google Play allows users to request a refund within 48 hours of purchase, which should provide enough time to make an informed decision about whether the app is right for you. For convenience, here are some pretty recent compatibility notes related to Android devices common among FiLMiC Pro users. The Google Pixel 1 and 2 series
are currently 100% supported by the FiLMiC Pro, with the exception of fully functional stabilisation. Many users find excellent results with these devices while stabilizing the frames in the post. Samsung currently does not have access to the Tele lens on any Samsung S10 Series devices currently supporting third party access to an ultra-wide Frame Rate lens configuration above
30fps not being properly exposed by third-party developers using the Camera2 API. We're trying to force high-frequency configurations where possible. Note that some FiLMIC Pro features are limited when using high frequencies to maintain application stability. The S9, Note 9 and S10 variants containing the Exynos chipset currently support 60fps in some resolutions. OIS is
supported on the Samsung devices, but the EIS is not exposed properly to third party access. LG Some LG devices provide third party access to ultra-wide as well as wide and selfie camera modules. Unfortunately, third-party access to the Tele camera module on LG devices is limited. The functionality of manual exposure is somewhat limited, especially on older devices. For
example, LG G6 devices contain an error in which shutter speeds can sometimes match the speed of the chosen fps capture, leading to sporadic exposure shifts even when they are blocked. In addition, some devices do not have full independent control over ISO and shutter speed in some configurations. In these conditions, we have replaced the standard manual exposure
controls on the EV Slider for manual exposure adjustment. Xiaomi Due to the camera system and problems with the performance of OpenGL, we are currently able to support only a handful of Xiaomi devices. Xiaomi's current supported devices include... MI 8 Explorer Edition, MIX 2S, MI 8 SE, MIX 3, MI 8, MI 9 SE, POCO F1, MI 8 UD, Redmi 7, Mi MIX 3 5G, Redmi Note 7 Pro,
Mi 5s, MI 9, MI 5s Plus Some Xiaomi devices can't support the set. Rest assured, we are investigating possible workarounds to this limitation and hope to support the recruitment of filmmakers on these problematic devices in the future. Huawei Most Huawei devices do not properly maintain a frame rate below 30fps. Therefore, we do not offer 24 and 25fps configurations in FiLMiC
Pro on devices containing this problem. Other third party applications that suggest these configurations do not function properly, and recorded clips actually stick closer to 30fps whenever 24fps or 25fps is the intended target frame rate. Like some Xiaomi devices, Huawei Mate 20 and P30 devices currently cannot support the Cinematographer kit. Sony Due to camera and
OpenGL performance problems, we are currently able to support only a handful of Sony devices. Current Supported Sony devices include... Xperia 1, Xperia 10, Xperia 10 Plus and Xperia Ace. Asus Unfortunately, the latest Asus system upgrades have loosened the camera frame on most of their devices to the point where we can't access the reliable attaching of frame rate. We
hope that they will correct this issue soon. In this case we will quickly restore support for more ASUS devices. The only Asus devices we can currently support are the Asus zenFone 6 (SS630KL) OnePlus Many devices are subject to significant chrome noise, especially in low light. In addition, we cannot access the frame rate above 30fps, nor on most OnePlus devices. We hope
to see improvements in this regard from OnePlus in the future, in which case, we will quickly offer better support for OnePlus devices. Currently we do not support the OnePlus X, nor the OnePlus 5 devices (5t supported, however) due to camera framework errors. Last updated on September 24, No results © FiLMiC Inc 2020. Works to help scout scout filmic pro android latest
version
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